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“Much More Than a Hunch” 

The blended family is a phenomenon that has always been around, whether through 

communal villages, extended relatives or subsequent marriages, but the acceptance of the latter 

type has not always been considered socially appropriate.  That has changed in an era where 

divorce is not only acceptable, but fairly common, and where “step” siblings are an expected side 

effect of that, but before the late 20th century, it was commonly taboo. However, one of the 

biggest influencers of the dramatic progression of social attitudes are television programs viewed 

mostly by the American family, and one of the most influential fictional American families in 

television history was The Brady Bunch. Creator Sherwood Schwartz had wanted the series to 

have humor, but overall have a sentimental undertone that was lacking from his more farcical 

creation, Gilligan’s Island.  He recalls that selling The Brady Bunch was his first attempt to sell a 

series not by pitching a concept, but only by writing a pilot. When he attempted to sell the pilot 

to NBC, they were impressed, but did not find the ending, in which Mike and Carol Brady wake 

up their kids to bring them on their honeymoon, to be believable. Schwartz, however was set on 

the ending. It is this commitment to sentimentality that was both an homage to existing sitcoms 

that were lighthearted and touching, and one which addressed a seemingly modern sociological 

phenomenon of blended families that Schwartz relied on. As he said, he wanted the audience to 

see that as much as these newlyweds loved each other, there love is more complete when they’re 

with their kids (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wjljSh1mUO4). 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wjljSh1mUO4


   As communication was extremely important, honesty was one of the most important 

virtues in the family dynamic, so much so that Mike often relied on teaching the kids the basics 

of the rule of law in order to exercise discipline (VerSteeg, Np, “Brady Justice”).  There is every 

chance that the merging of the family might not have gone as smoothly as it did, especially with 

the gender differences firmly punctuated. However, there is a concerted effort from each side of 

the Brady family to make the point that each gender needs to feel a sense of inclusion and 

fairness 

(http://womenshistory.about.com/od/feminismandpopculture/a/Feminism_in_The_Brady_Bunch.

htm).  

The fact that the blending of the families was such a natural fit for the Bradys may not 

have been very realistic, but The Brady Bunch (especially in syndication) did its best to provide a 

sense of comfort and escapism for the viewer and the family’s example is one which remains 

timeless, even decades later. 

  At a time when the blended family was a phenomenon which many had trouble 

approving of and any individual might not (to quote the Pilot) “take to the modern generation”, 

America needed a model family on which to rely. Shows like Leave It To Beaver and Father 

Knows Best showed the “perfect” nuclear family in which the children were rarely a problem and 

“lessons” of any episode were quickly resolved. The Brady Bunch only slightly changed that 

structure by increasing the size of the family. The fact that the Bradys were two blended families 

rarely was a focal point, and the transition was seamless when the Brady Bunch became a 

singular bunch, so much so that after decades in syndication, it can still be viewed as a model, as 

a family to aspire to be like. 

http://womenshistory.about.com/od/feminismandpopculture/a/Feminism_in_The_Brady_Bunch.htm
http://womenshistory.about.com/od/feminismandpopculture/a/Feminism_in_The_Brady_Bunch.htm


  Shaping American society in such a profound way had to be one which served as a way 

for all viewers to recall fondly. The Brady Bunch was a show which shaped both the American 

family and the American sitcom for generations to come, partially because it was a family at 

peace. For the contemporary family, peace no longer as compelling of a story as it was during 

the so-called “golden age of television,” family dysfunction becomes the new focal point, and it 

is on display in the Fox sitcom Grandfathered, in which a lifelong bachelor discovers he has a 

now-grown son, who himself has a baby daughter. Whereas on the Brady Bunch, the formation 

of the new family was one of almost immediate success, Grandfathered showed that the 

uprooting of established life and rapid establishment of a new arrangement. For John Stamos’ 

character, Jimmy, his challenge is to adjust to having two generations of families that he has to 

adjust to at once. However, there is a heartfelt spirit in both of these sitcoms that allow for them 

each to make a comment on the state of the American family in such a way that the public can be 

receptive. 

There are times in which the themes of both sitcoms are ostensibly similar, but where it 

stood out to be the most alike was the idea of life adjustments, and letting go of the familiar. This 

is on display first in the Brady Bunch episode “Alice Doesn’t Live Here Anymore”. In the 

episode, the family is taking well to their new arrangement and starting to be cohesive. For the 

first time since the marriage, Carol Brady feels like a mother to her stepsons. She helps the 

youngest son Bobby bandage himself after falling off his bike, and the boys excitedly show her 

the telescope they ordered in the mail. She also helps her husband Mike button one of his suits. 

This inflates Carol’s ego and helps her feel included, but it comes at the expense of Alice, the 

longtime housemaid for years prior to Mike’s marriage to Carol. Alice ostensibly joined the 

family to help Mike after the death of his wife, and there are were certain chores in the house that 



she normally took care of. However, with Alice as the third adult in the house at this point, she 

starts to feel unnecessary, and that any role she could possibly, Carol could now fulfil.  

When Alice senses that there is no place for her left in the Brady household, she lies to 

the family and tells them she has to leave to take care of her sick aunt in Seattle. Not believing 

the story, Mike and Carol have trouble sleeping that night and decide to show Alice that the 

family truly does need her, and with the help of the kids, stage a chaotic day so that Alice 

realizes that the family needs too much from her to leave.  

 This episode of The Brady Bunch brings up a conflict worthy of dissecting: How does a 

fixture in a family adjust to new circumstances without shutting out the existing people integral 

to it? For Alice, the answer seemed fairly obvious even if not spelled out: The house now has 

three extra kids to take care of. Alice never stopped being needed, and the family was happy to 

make her feel as such.  

In contrast, in a Thanksgiving episode of Grandfathered with a similar theme, the 

question of what the hastily formed family needs is more ambiguous. The series’ central premise 

starts when Gerald, an emotionally fragile 25 year old, seeks out his father Jimmy, who had no 

idea he ever impregnated Gerald’s mother. Initially, Jimmy is reluctant to disrupt his carefree 

lifestyle and embrace the fact that he is not only a father, but also a grandfather. Eventually, 

however, he slowly warms up to the arrangement. Tensions rise at the new family’s first 

thanksgiving together as Bruce, Gerald’s mom’s ex-boyfriend who acted as his surrogate father, 

is invited as well as Jimmy.  Jimmy is a self-absorbed and arrogant man, previously with no one 

to worry about but himself.   Gerald seeking him out disrupted the carefree attitude as he is 

thrusts immediately into the life of a grandfather having never been a father. For a man who has 

all the enthusiasm of lifelong bachelorhood, he must take on the responsibilities of family life 



and try his best to be there as though he had been there all along. Knowing his personality, the 

rest of the family does not expect much from him, but the pressure is still there. The expectation 

that Jimmy must act as a member of the family is not apparent to him until Bruce is invited to 

Thanksgiving. At this point,   Jimmy’s motivation is jealously and his competitive nature.  In his 

quest to act like a real father to one-up Bruce, he ruins Thanksgiving dinner. Upset, Gerald tells 

Jimmy that once Bruce came along, he finally felt like he had someone similar to a father, and 

felt well-rounded in the way he was raised. It was Gerald’s hope that Jimmy would have liked to 

meet the person who taught him so much. Feeling guilty, Jimmy replicates the menu of an old 

Mexican take out restaurant that used to be a fixture for Gerald and his mom on Thanksgiving. 

Wanting to initially replicate a “traditional” thanksgiving, Gerald realizes that traditions are 

made up only what brings people who love each other together 

(http://www.ew.com/recap/grandfathered-season-1-episode-8). 

In shows with very different overtones, The Brady Bunch with low emotional hostility 

and Grandfathered with high, there is a commonality in the shows sentimentality that gives 

sitcoms as a genre a familiar emotional satisfaction in domestic settings- mainly the fact that the 

family comes together. Emotional needs are met. Those who felt excluded now feel included. A 

sense of fairness and equality is restored. There is an equally broad understanding, in both those 

shows, with regard to what, exactly, defines a family. In The Brady Bunch, there is no doubt that 

Alice is a part of the family, and rightfully so. For Grandfathered, both Jimmy and Bruce fill 

appropriate roles in the family, but neither one is less a part of Gerald’s life, with Jimmy now 

able to acclimate himself at his own pace. In any case, both the classic and the modern sitcom 

show that the family, extended, blended, surrogate or any combination, can be just as genuine as 

the common nuclear understanding. 

http://www.ew.com/recap/grandfathered-season-1-episode-8
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